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• Modes of a ring-resonator as a synthetic dimension 

• TO, Price, Goldman, Zilberberg, & Carusotto, PRA 93, 043827 (2016) 

• Angular coordinate of a ring-resonator as a synthetic dimension 

• TO, & Carusotto, PRL 118, 013601 (2017) 

• Harmonic oscillator states as synthetic dimensions 

• Price, TO, & Goldman, PRA 95, 023607 (2017) 

• Four-dimensional quantum Hall effect and synthetic dimension 

• Price, Zilberberg, TO, Carusotto, & Goldman, PRL 115, 195303 (2015)
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Synthetic dimensions with photonics
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• Optomechanics — photon & phonon degrees of freedom 
Schmidt, Kessler, Peano, Painter, & Marquardt, Optica 2, 635 (2015) 

• Optical cavities — orbital angular momentum degree of freedom 
Luo, Zhou, Li, Xu, Guo, & Zhou, Nature Comm. 6, 7704 (2015) 

• Photonic lattice — increasing connectivity 
Tsomokos, Ashhab, & Nori, PRA 82, 052311  (2010) 

Jukic & Buljan, PRA 87, 013814 (2013) 
  

• Ring resonator arrays — different frequency modes or angular coodinates of a resonator 
TO, Price, Goldman, Zilberberg, & Carusotto, PRA 93, 043827 (2016) 

TO, & Carusotto, PRL 118, 013601 (2017) 
Yuan, Shi, & Fan, Opt. Lett. 41, 741 (2016), and series of works
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objective and an InGaAs infrared camera (640 × 512 pixel grid with
a 25 mm pitch; Fig. 1c). Such a set-up allowed us to measure the rela-
tive amount of light scattered from each site26. Transmission
through the device was measured using an optical vector analyser
(Luna Technologies OVA 5000).

To describe the essence of the scheme, we considered a single
plaquette of our lattice, which consisted of four site resonators
and four link resonators in the form of rounded rectangles
(Fig. 1a). The link and site resonators were coupled to one
another through directional couplers, so photons circulating in
one direction in the site resonators only coupled with each other
and with photons circulating in the opposite direction in the link
resonators. The effective length of the link resonators was chosen
to be larger than that of the site resonators by 2h, so that the
links and sites were resonant at different frequencies.
Consequently, a photon resonant with the site resonators spent sub-
stantially more time in the sites than in the links. We associate the
clockwise photons in site resonators with the up-component of a
pseudo-spin. By virtue of time-reversal symmetry, the pseudo-
spin-down component (anticlockwise photons in the site resona-
tors) is degenerate with the pseudo-spin-up component. For the
moment, we focus on the spin-up component. Depending on the
positioning of the links, the photon acquires a different phase
hopping forwards than backwards. In particular, the hopping
process between sites 1 and 2 in Fig. 1a is described by
â†

2â1e−if12 + â†
1â2eif12 , where âi is the creation operator of a

photon at site i. The phase arises from an offset of the link wave-
guides from the symmetric point (defined as equal amounts of
additional length above and below the directional coupler).
Specifically, the additional phase is given by the optical length
f12¼ 4pnx12/l, where n is the index of refraction, x12 is the position
shift of the link resonator, and l is the wavelength of the light. Note
that the additional length h and position shifts away from the sym-
metric point are designed to keep the lengths of the directional cou-
plers, the geometry of their coupling regions, and their coupling
efficiencies invariant (Fig. 1a). Thus, the overall Hamiltonian
describing photon hopping in the plaquette can be written as

− J â†
2â1e−if12 + â†

3â2 + â†
4â3eif34 + â†

1â4

! "
+ h.c. (1)

where J is the tunnelling rate and the photon going anticlockwise
around the plaquette acquires a 2pa phase (where a¼
2n(x342 x12)/l) and h.c. is the Hermitian conjugate. If the phase

per plaquette is uniform over a region, the photonic dynamics are
equivalent to those of charged particles in a uniform perpendicular
magnetic field9. Such a system is predicted to exhibit edge states
at the boundaries of that region27,28. In a photonic system, such
edge states can be excited by driving the system in specific
frequency bands.

To verify that the expected edge physics arises entirely from our
synthetic gauge field, we first designed a phase slip between 10 × 4
stripes, as shown in Fig. 1b. This results in magnetic domains that
are entirely due to passive, and controlled, interference effects.
The resulting edge states of the system then follow along the edge
of the magnetic domains induced by this phase slip (Fig. 1b),
rather than the physical edge of the system (Supplementary
Section S2). The effective uniform magnetic field in the stripe is
given by a≈ 0.15. The dispersion of the system is shown in
Fig. 2a, where the edge-state bands are shown between magnetic
bulk bands. The light is coupled to the two-dimensional ring reso-
nators using a bent waveguide at the two bottom corners (Fig. 1b).
Depending on the pumping direction, the two different pseudo-spin
components can be excited, for example, coupling light into the
system at port 1 (2), pumps the system in the spin-up (spin-
down) component.

Results
As a demonstration of the scheme we measured the transmission
spectrum of the two-dimensional system through various ports and
compared it with our simulation (Fig. 2). We first characterized the
different system parameters using simpler devices including a notch
filter (single resonator coupled to a waveguide) and an add/drop
filter (single resonator coupled to two waveguides) fabricated on the
same chip to allow for calibration and characterization of the wave-
guides and resonators (Supplementary Section S2). We estimated
the probing waveguide–resonator coupling rate (kex ≈ 15 GHz),
the intrinsic loss (kin ≈ 1 GHz) and the tunnelling rate between site
resonators (J ≈ 16 GHz), with all measurements within 2 nm of
the centre wavelength of 1,539 nm. Given these parameters, we simu-
lated a 10 × 10 lattice using the transfer matrix formalism
(Supplementary Section S2) (Fig. 2a). We also considered a random
onsite impurity shift of the resonance frequency with a standard devi-
ation of 0.8J. In a lossless system, the transmission spectrum for the
spin-down (T12) and spin-up (T34) should be identical, although
they may take different paths. However, the presence of loss breaks
this symmetry. We observed a qualitative agreement between simu-
lation and experiment (Fig. 2b,c).
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Figure 1 | Experimental set-up. a, A single plaquette consisting of four link resonators and four site resonators: grey and white rounded rectangles represent
site and link resonators, respectively. These two types of resonators differ due to an extra length of 2h in the link resonators. Moreover, due to the vertical
shift of the link resonators, a photon acquires a non-zero phase when it hops between resonators (1,2) and (3,4). Therefore, a photon progressing
anticlockwise (clockwise) around the plaquette acquires a 2pa (22pa) phase. b, Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the device. Stripes with
uniform magnetic field are delineated with white dashed lines. c, Schematic of the experimental set-up. EDFA, erbium-doped fibre amplifier.

ARTICLES NATURE PHOTONICS DOI: 10.1038/NPHOTON.2013.274

NATURE PHOTONICS | VOL 7 | DECEMBER 2013 | www.nature.com/naturephotonics1002

Hafezi et al, Nat. Photon. 7, 1001, (2013)
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Multi-mode ring-resonator
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objective and an InGaAs infrared camera (640 × 512 pixel grid with
a 25 mm pitch; Fig. 1c). Such a set-up allowed us to measure the rela-
tive amount of light scattered from each site26. Transmission
through the device was measured using an optical vector analyser
(Luna Technologies OVA 5000).

To describe the essence of the scheme, we considered a single
plaquette of our lattice, which consisted of four site resonators
and four link resonators in the form of rounded rectangles
(Fig. 1a). The link and site resonators were coupled to one
another through directional couplers, so photons circulating in
one direction in the site resonators only coupled with each other
and with photons circulating in the opposite direction in the link
resonators. The effective length of the link resonators was chosen
to be larger than that of the site resonators by 2h, so that the
links and sites were resonant at different frequencies.
Consequently, a photon resonant with the site resonators spent sub-
stantially more time in the sites than in the links. We associate the
clockwise photons in site resonators with the up-component of a
pseudo-spin. By virtue of time-reversal symmetry, the pseudo-
spin-down component (anticlockwise photons in the site resona-
tors) is degenerate with the pseudo-spin-up component. For the
moment, we focus on the spin-up component. Depending on the
positioning of the links, the photon acquires a different phase
hopping forwards than backwards. In particular, the hopping
process between sites 1 and 2 in Fig. 1a is described by
â†

2â1e−if12 + â†
1â2eif12 , where âi is the creation operator of a

photon at site i. The phase arises from an offset of the link wave-
guides from the symmetric point (defined as equal amounts of
additional length above and below the directional coupler).
Specifically, the additional phase is given by the optical length
f12¼ 4pnx12/l, where n is the index of refraction, x12 is the position
shift of the link resonator, and l is the wavelength of the light. Note
that the additional length h and position shifts away from the sym-
metric point are designed to keep the lengths of the directional cou-
plers, the geometry of their coupling regions, and their coupling
efficiencies invariant (Fig. 1a). Thus, the overall Hamiltonian
describing photon hopping in the plaquette can be written as

− J â†
2â1e−if12 + â†

3â2 + â†
4â3eif34 + â†

1â4

! "
+ h.c. (1)

where J is the tunnelling rate and the photon going anticlockwise
around the plaquette acquires a 2pa phase (where a¼
2n(x342 x12)/l) and h.c. is the Hermitian conjugate. If the phase

per plaquette is uniform over a region, the photonic dynamics are
equivalent to those of charged particles in a uniform perpendicular
magnetic field9. Such a system is predicted to exhibit edge states
at the boundaries of that region27,28. In a photonic system, such
edge states can be excited by driving the system in specific
frequency bands.

To verify that the expected edge physics arises entirely from our
synthetic gauge field, we first designed a phase slip between 10 × 4
stripes, as shown in Fig. 1b. This results in magnetic domains that
are entirely due to passive, and controlled, interference effects.
The resulting edge states of the system then follow along the edge
of the magnetic domains induced by this phase slip (Fig. 1b),
rather than the physical edge of the system (Supplementary
Section S2). The effective uniform magnetic field in the stripe is
given by a≈ 0.15. The dispersion of the system is shown in
Fig. 2a, where the edge-state bands are shown between magnetic
bulk bands. The light is coupled to the two-dimensional ring reso-
nators using a bent waveguide at the two bottom corners (Fig. 1b).
Depending on the pumping direction, the two different pseudo-spin
components can be excited, for example, coupling light into the
system at port 1 (2), pumps the system in the spin-up (spin-
down) component.

Results
As a demonstration of the scheme we measured the transmission
spectrum of the two-dimensional system through various ports and
compared it with our simulation (Fig. 2). We first characterized the
different system parameters using simpler devices including a notch
filter (single resonator coupled to a waveguide) and an add/drop
filter (single resonator coupled to two waveguides) fabricated on the
same chip to allow for calibration and characterization of the wave-
guides and resonators (Supplementary Section S2). We estimated
the probing waveguide–resonator coupling rate (kex ≈ 15 GHz),
the intrinsic loss (kin ≈ 1 GHz) and the tunnelling rate between site
resonators (J ≈ 16 GHz), with all measurements within 2 nm of
the centre wavelength of 1,539 nm. Given these parameters, we simu-
lated a 10 × 10 lattice using the transfer matrix formalism
(Supplementary Section S2) (Fig. 2a). We also considered a random
onsite impurity shift of the resonance frequency with a standard devi-
ation of 0.8J. In a lossless system, the transmission spectrum for the
spin-down (T12) and spin-up (T34) should be identical, although
they may take different paths. However, the presence of loss breaks
this symmetry. We observed a qualitative agreement between simu-
lation and experiment (Fig. 2b,c).
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Figure 1 | Experimental set-up. a, A single plaquette consisting of four link resonators and four site resonators: grey and white rounded rectangles represent
site and link resonators, respectively. These two types of resonators differ due to an extra length of 2h in the link resonators. Moreover, due to the vertical
shift of the link resonators, a photon acquires a non-zero phase when it hops between resonators (1,2) and (3,4). Therefore, a photon progressing
anticlockwise (clockwise) around the plaquette acquires a 2pa (22pa) phase. b, Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the device. Stripes with
uniform magnetic field are delineated with white dashed lines. c, Schematic of the experimental set-up. EDFA, erbium-doped fibre amplifier.

ARTICLES NATURE PHOTONICS DOI: 10.1038/NPHOTON.2013.274

NATURE PHOTONICS | VOL 7 | DECEMBER 2013 | www.nature.com/naturephotonics1002

Free spectral range

�w � �w0 + �FSR(|w|� w0) + · · ·

Consider a ring resonator, and use different angular momentum modes 
as a synthetic dimension

Hafezi et al, Nat. Photon. 
7, 1001, (2013)
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Coupling different modes
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Different modes can be coupled via some external modulation: 
Nonlinearity with an external laser TO, et al., PRA 93, 043827 (2016)  
Electro-optic phase modulators Yuan, et al., Opt. Lett. 41, 741 (2016)

{ { {{The effective Hamiltonian of a cavity is

Move to a rotating frame bw � awei(�w0+�FSR(w�w0))t

The effective Hamiltonian is

 - 1D tight-binding Hamiltonian with hopping phases - 

H = �
�

w

J ei�b†w+1bw + h.c.

H =
�

w

�wa†waw � J e�i(�FSRt��)a†w+1aw + h.c.
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Coupling different modes
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Spatially aligning resonators, one can build up to 4D Hamiltonian

Hopping phases in x, y, z directions can also be added 
by other methods 
e.g. Hafezi et al., Nature Photon. 7, 1001, (2013)

1D chain of resonators + 1 synthetic dimension 
= 2D Harper-Hofstadter model

Band structure of φ = 1/4

photon intensity 
with drive & dissipation

H =
�

r,w

� Jxb†r+êx,wbr,w � Jyb†r+êy,wbr,w

� Jzb
†
r+êz,wbr,w � Jwei�(r)b†r,w+1br,w + h.c.
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1+1D lattice with an edge
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One can introduce an artificial “edge” in w-direction by making one mode very lossy

The system can be used an optical isolator:
Intensity in the last resonator

driven from right

driven from left

lossy mode

TO, Price, Goldman, Zilberberg, & Carusotto, PRA 93, 043827 (2016)
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Angular coordinate as synthetic dimensions I
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TO & Carusotto, Phys. Rev. Lett. 118, 013601 (2017)

Align ring resonators with different sizes and shapes

1 765432

�1,w � �0 + �FSR(w � w0) + D(w � w0)2/2 + · · ·
�2,w = �1,w � �FSR

�x+1,w = �x,w � �FSR

Then, neighboring resonators follow �x,w � �x+1,w+1

A photon with mode w at site x hops to mode w+1 at site x+1

x
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0 1 2-2 -1
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Angular coordinate as synthetic dimensions II
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In the space of θ (angular coordinate),

zero-range interaction termhopping with phasekinetic energy in synthetic dimension

H =
�

x

� 2�

0
d�

�
D

2
�
i��b

†
x(�)

�
{�i��bx(�)}� J

�
ei�b†x+1(�)bx(�) + h.c.

�
+

U

2
b†x(�)b†x(�)bx(�)bx(�)

�

�

w − w0

-20 0 20

E
/J

-2

-1.5

-1

-0.5

0

TO & Carusotto, Phys. Rev. Lett. 118, 013601 (2017)

Effective tight-binding Hamiltonian is

H =
�

x,w

D

2
(w�w0)2b†x,wbx,w�J

�

x,w

�
b†x+1,w+1bx,w + h.c.

�
+

U

4�

�

x

�

w1+w2=w3+w4

b†x,w1
b†x,w2

bx,w3bx,w4

angular momentum conserving interaction term

x

w-w0

0 1 2-2 -1

2

1

-2
-1
0

(a) (b)

x
0 1 2-2 -1
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Angular coordinate as synthetic dimensions II
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TO & Carusotto, Phys. Rev. Lett. 118, 013601 (2017)

• Synthetic dimension is continuous and periodic 
• The interaction is zero-range in both dimensions 
• Coupled wire setup

-1 0 1 2-   

- /2

   0  

/2 
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x
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Q. Can one make both the real and synthetic dimensions continuous?
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Harmonic oscillator states as synthetic dimensions
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Price, TO, & Goldman, PRA 95, 023607 (2017)

0
1
2
3
4

0 1 2 3 4

• Consider harmonic oscillator states as lattice sites in the synthetic direction 
• Couple different states by shaking the potential resonantly with the level spacing

H0 =
p2

2m
+

1
2
m�2x2 =

��

�=0

��|����|

V (t) = �x cos(�t + �) =
��
2m�

cos(�t + �)
��

�=1

�
� (|����� 1| + h.c.)
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Harmonic oscillator states as synthetic dimensions
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H = H0 + V (t) �
�

�

�

�
�

8m�

�
|�� 1���|ei� + h.c.

�

Change basis as |�� � ei��t|��

Then, the Hamiltonian becomes (after the rotating wave approximation):

1D tight-binding Hamiltonian with hopping phase

4

as the “hard wall” at �=0, there is also typically a “soft
wall” at high � due to anharmonicity in the harmonic
trap [36]. Interestingly, upon reaching this, the particles
are transferred to the other spin-state and then move
back down the synthetic dimension.

To reach the QH regime, we increase the number of
sites in the second direction [40], such that particles
now move in a (synthetic) 2D lattice in the ��m plane
[Fig. 4(a)]. This configuration is described by Eq. (4),
now with m 2 Z (hereafter ✓ = 0). Physically, this
can be achieved by replacing the double-well [Fig. 3(a)]
with a 1D optical lattice [Fig. 4(a)], or by coupling to-
gether more internal atomic states [21]. This e↵ective
Hamiltonian (4) corresponds to an (anisotropic) Harper-
Hofstadter (HH) model [34], with a uniform flux � per
plaquette. The energy spectrum of this model is shown in
Fig. 4(b) for periodic boundary conditions along y, and
open boundary conditions along � [33]; here � 2 [0, 80],
but only states with h�i< 30 are shown; this is a good
description for our system provided that the population
of higher-energy states is negligible. As in the isotropic
HH model, we recognize four “bands” for �=⇡/2, with
the middle bands touching at E = 0. The outer and
middle bands are also connected by topological chirally-
propagating edge modes that are well-localised on the
system boundary (here � = 0). To reveal these chiral
edge modes, we numerically time-evolve a wave packet,
initially prepared around �0⇡0, with a mean momentum
qy chosen to maximize projection onto the lowest-energy
chiral mode [33]. As shown in Fig. 4(c), there is a clear
chiral motion along y, while the average energy remains
constant �c.m.(t)⇡0 (until the wave packet hits the wall
in the y direction).

As well as edge-state physics, we can also probe the
bulk properties of the e↵ective 2D system. In the
isotropic HH model, the energy bands can have non-zero
topological Chern numbers, leading to QH responses for
uniformly-filled bands [4, 46]. Such quantized responses
are robust in the presence of anisotropy provided that the
band gap remains open, as shown for 30 sites along � in
Fig. 4(b). Under this condition, we can prepare an atomic
cloud that uniformly fills the lowest band, e.g. through
Fermi statistics or dephasing e↵ects [6, 47], and the QH
response can be measured as a transverse COM drift of
the cloud [6, 45, 46] under an applied force. For a force
along � (i.e. � 6=0), this Hall drift will be along the (real)
y direction, while for a “real” force aligned along y [6],
the QH drift will be observed along �. In this latter case,
the QH response could be used to decrease the average
energy [i.e. �c.m.(t)!0], simply by adjusting the orienta-
tion of the force (or the flux �). Such COM observables
could also exhibit non-linear quantized responses to per-
turbations in the artificial magnetic field [46].

We now briefly discuss interactions along the synthetic
dimension [33]. Under the RWA, interactions in � space
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FIG. 4. (a) With more sites along the second dimension,
e.g. from an optical lattice along y, the system acts like a 2D
(anisotropic) HH model. (b) Spectrum for (a) with periodic
boundary conditions along y, and �2 [0, 80] with open bound-
aries; the color scale indicates the weight along �, highlighting
states with h�i< 30. The group velocity of the lowest chiral
edge mode, at qy ⇡ 0.8/a, is indicated. (c) Full numerical
time-evolution of a wave packet, prepared around m⇡60 and
�0 ⇡ 0, with mean momentum qy =0.8/a. Other parameters
are �=⇡/2, =0.01!

p
M!, Jy=0.02! and �=0.

generally take the form

Ĥint=
U0

2

p
M!

X

�1+�2=�3+�4

U(�1,�2;�3,�4)ĉ
†
�4
ĉ†�3

ĉ�2 ĉ�1 ,

where U0 is the overall interaction strength. The dimen-
sionless coe�cient U(�1,�2;�3,�4) is the relative inter-
action strength for processes where particles with �1 and
�2 scatter to �3 and �4; it involves an integral of four Her-
mite polynomials, and is typically nonzero for any choice
of �’s. We estimate this coe�cient in [33], assuming a
local interaction in the physical space x, as is usual in ul-
tracold gases. We find that the �-space interactions have
a shorter-range structure than the interactions associated
with Raman-induced synthetic dimensions [7, 8, 21], sug-
gesting an interesting avenue towards realizing strongly-
correlated states [26, 48, 49].
Finally, we note that the QH dynamics presented in

this work are associated with a time scale texp ⇠ 100T ,
which in a cold-atom experiment should be on the or-
der of 10-100ms. This suggests working with a tight
harmonic trap of frequency ! ⇠ 10�100kHz, and with
realistic hopping amplitudes J�,y ⇠ 0.1�1kHz; the corre-
sponding temperature required to resolve the topological
gaps is Texp . 1�10nK. As the typical group velocity

• Can in principle go up to 6D (3D optical lattice + 3 directions of harmonic potential) 
• Interaction decays algebraically along the synthetic direction

Price, TO, & Goldman, PRA 95, 023607 (2017)
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Four dimensional quantum Hall effect
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where, the 2nd Chern number is defined by

�n
2 �

1
(2�)2

�

BZ
{�xy

n �zw
n + �wx

n �zy
n + �zx

n �yw
n } d4k � Z

(a) (b)

6

4

2

0

-2

-4

-6

Introducing a 4D framework
• We want to investigate the transport equation

j

µ = E

⌫

1

(2⇡)4

Z

T4
⌦µ⌫d4

k +
⌫2

4⇡2
"

µ↵�⌫

E

⌫

B

↵�

⌫2 =
1

4⇡2

Z

T4
⌦xy⌦zw + ⌦wx⌦yz + ⌦zx⌦ywd4

k

• In order to have ⌫2 6= 0, we look for a minimal 4D system with ⌦zx

,⌦yw 6= 0

�! fluxes �1,2 in the x�z and y�w planes : two Hofstadter models.

hopping along a synthetic (internal-state) dimension
see Celi et al PRL ‘14
Mancini, arXiv:1502.02495 (LENS)
Stuhl arXiv:1502.02496 (NIST)

• Physical realization with cold atoms in a 3D optical lattice : Easy !
• A superlattice along z + resonant x�z-dependent time-modulation [see Monika’s talk]
• Raman transitions between internal states with recoil momentum along y [see Celi et al.]

The minimum model requires magnetic fields 
through two disconnected planes

The current responds nonlinearly to external perturbing fields

jµ = E�
1

(2�)4

�

BZ
�µ�

n d4k +
�n
2

(2�)2
�µ���E�B��

4D Quantum Hall Effect!
B�� � ��A� � ��A�

2D Quantum Hall Contribution

Price, et al., PRL 115, 195303 (2015)
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4D quantum Hall effect in ultracold atoms
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A minimum model for 4D quantum Hall effect requires magnetic fields in two 
disconnected planes: we add magnetic fields in x-z and y-w planes

H = �J
�

x,y,z,w

�
c†r+êx

cr + c†r+êy
cr + eiBxzxc†r+êz

cr + eiBywyc†r+êw
cr + h.c.

�

Applying perturbing fields         and            , current in x direction is�Ey �Bzw

jx =
�2

(2�)2
�Ey�Bzw
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Extracted 2nd Chern number = —0.98

Price, Zilberberg, TO, Carusotto, & Goldman, PRL 115, 195303 (2015)
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Numerical simulation pumping the center: projection onto x-y plane

In driven-dissipative systems, the Hall current is proportional to the center-of-mass shift 
of photonic fields

�y� � (2�)4

�ABZ
jy = � (2�)2

�ABZ
�2�Ex�Bzw

BZ volume Hall current
2nd Chern number

external electromagnetic field

Loss

TO, Price, Goldman, Zilberberg, & Carusotto, PRA 93, 043827 (2016)
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• Synthetic frequency dimension • Angular coordinate as a dimension

• Harmonic oscillator states as a dimension
Price, TO, & Goldman, PRA 95, 023607 (2017)

TO & Carusotto, Phys. Rev. Lett. 118, 013601 (2017)TO, Price, Goldman, Zilberberg, & Carusotto, 
PRA 93, 043827 (2016)


